Key Features:

- 7,000 ANSI lumens bright with 90% uniformity and a 4400:1 contrast ratio.
- Native XGA resolution. Compatible with inputs up-to UXGA and WUXGA.
- Supports analog and digital video input in all color standards up-to 1080p.
- HD BaseT, HDMI and DVI-D connectivity with HDCP compliance.
- Built-in Mechanical Shutter. Auto input selection.
- Accepts composite and component in all major standards.
- Displays both 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratios. Supports most HDTV resolutions.
- Wired network control. Digital zoom: 1/4 ~ x16.
- Horizontal and vertical keystone correction.
- Pin cushion and barrel image correction.
- 3 year projector warranty.

Excellent choice for Classrooms and Conference Rooms!
Includes a full complement of connections, including network control.

Handy access to air filter.  Easy to change lenses.  Easy to change long-life lamp.